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Abstract

To study viral infection, the direct structural visualization of the viral life cycle

consisting of virus attachment, entry, replication, assembly and transport is essential.

Although conventional electron microscopy (EM) has been extremely helpful in the

investigation of virus–host cell interactions, three‐dimensional (3D) EM not only

provides important information at the nanometer resolution, but can also create 3D

maps of large volumes, even entire virus‐infected cells. Here, we determined the

ultrastructural details of tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV)‐infected plant cells using

focused ion beam scanning EM (FIB‐SEM). The viral morphogenesis and dynamic

transformation of paired parallel membranes (PPMs) were analyzed. The endoplas-

mic reticulum (ER) membrane network consisting of tubules and sheets was related

to viral intracellular trafficking and virion storage. Abundant lipid‐like bodies,

clustering mitochondria, cell membrane tubules, and myelin‐like bodies were likely

associated with viral infection. Additionally, connecting structures between

neighboring cells were found only in infected plant tissues and showed the

characteristics of tubular structure. These novel connections that formed continu-

ously in the cell wall or were wrapped by the cell membranes of neighboring cells

appeared frequently in the large‐scale 3D model, suggesting additional strategies for

viral trafficking that were difficult to distinguish using conventional EM.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Virus infection induces extensive membrane and organelle rearran-

gements that may be involved in processes such as viral morphogen-

esis, intracellular trafficking and intercellular transport (de Castro

Martin et al., 2017; Kozieł et al., 2018; Laliberté & Sanfaçon, 2010;

Snijder et al., 2020; Weisberg et al., 2017). Benefiting from the

development of novel techniques, including immuno‐electron micros-

copy (EM), fluorescent protein fusion, and confocal microscopy, an

avenue of investigation at the interface of molecular virology and cell

biology has emerged. As with previous studies based on novel

techniques, the visualization of viral components and host cells with a

greater three‐dimensional (3D) volume at the nanoscale contributes

to obtaining more structural information about extensive membrane

and organelle rearrangements in infected cells. Through 3D analysis

of the membrane structures associated with plant virus infection, a

pore in the external membrane of Melon necrotic spot virus that

altered mitochondria connecting the lumen of the dilation with the

cytoplasm (Gómez‐Aix et al., 2015), endoplasmic reticulum (ER)‐

derived membrane spherules that were the sites for Beet black

scorch virus replication (Cao et al., 2015), and remodeled chloroplast

membranes in Barley stripe mosaic virus‐infected cells (Jin et al.,

2018) were identified and their functions were confirmed based on

their structural information and molecular mechanism.

Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) is a typical member of the

Tospovirus genus within the family Bunyaviridae and is ranked second

among the top 10 most economically important viruses worldwide

(Scholthof et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2021). As the most well‐studied

Tospovirus, TSWV consists of enveloped, spherical particles contain-

ing a tripartite RNA genome (Griffiths & Rottier, 1992; Pettersson,

1991). The molecular biology of TSWV infection has been studied

using various model plants and animal systems (Feng et al.,

2013, 2016; Kikkert et al., 2001; Leastro et al., 2017; Lewandowski

& Adkins, 2005; Paape et al., 2006; Ribeiro et al., 2008). TSWV

replication, transcription, and particle assembly take place in the

cytoplasm (Francki & Grivell, 1970; Ie, 1971; Kikkert et al., 1999;

Zhang et al., 2016). In previous studies based on two‐dimensional

(2D) EM images and immunolocalization analysis, nucleocapsid

aggregates and the paired parallel membranes (PPMs) were thought

to be involved in TSWV replication, while double‐enveloped particles

(DEVs) and single‐enveloped particles (SEVs) were distinguished and

clustered within ER membranes. Several possible models for the

morphogenesis of tospovirus particles, including morphogenesis at

the intracellular membranes of the ER or the Golgi system, have been

presented (Kikkert et al., 1999; Kitajima et al., 1992).

Although these previous analyses of the morphogenesis of

TSWV have provided informative glimpses of cell ultrastructure and

viral interactions, the 3D structural information of whole cells at a

large volume have remained lacking. In the present study, experi-

ments were conducted to re‐examine the ultrastructural features of

TSWV‐infected plant cells by focused ion beam scanning EM (FIB‐

SEM), allowing for the analysis of the viral morphogenesis,

intracellular trafficking, and intercellular transport at the nanoscale

resolution with a large 3D volume (Peddie et al., 2022). Combining

computer image processing with FIB‐SEM, a large amount of

comprehensive 3D information on cell substructures was obtained

and novel ultrastructures related to viral infection were established.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Plant materials and virus inoculation

Nicotiana benthamiana was systemically virally infected with TSWV.

TSWV was propagated and maintained in Nicotiana rustica. Virus‐

infected plants were grown in a glasshouse maintained at 22°C with a

16 h light/8 h dark cycle.

2.2 | Samples preparation

Samples of systemically infected N. rustica leaves were taken for EM

analysis. All leaf samples were collected 5−11 days after inoculation

with TSWV and fixed quickly for 24 h in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (TED

PELLA, Lot No.: 2171002) with 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The

tissue blocks were then washed in phosphate buffer and treated with

a solution containing equal volumes of 2% OsO4 (TED PELLA, Lot No:

4008‐160501) and 3% potassium ferrocyanide (Sigma, CAS: 14459‐

95‐1) in phosphate buffer (0.1M) for 1 h on ice. After rinsing with

double‐distilled water (ddH2O), the samples were incubated in 1%

thiocarbohydrazide (Sigma, CAS: 2231‐57‐4) (in water) for 20min at

room temperature. Then, the samples were washed in double‐

distilled water (ddH2O) and treated with 2% aqueous OsO4 for

30min at room temperature. After rinsing with ddH2O, the samples

were immersed in 1% aqueous uranyl acetate overnight at 4°C. The

samples were then washed in ddH2O and incubated in 0.66% lead

nitrate (Sigma, CAS: 10099‐74‐8) diluted in 0.03 M L‐aspartic acid

(Sigma, CAS: 56‐84‐8) (pH 5.5) for 30min at 60°C, and then

dehydrated and flat‐embedded in EPON 812 resin (EMS, cat. no:

14900) for 48 h at 60°C.

2.3 | Data collection

Resin blocks that contained leaf tissue were carefully trimmed using a

trimmer (EM TXP; Leica) until the resin around the tissue was

removed and leaf tissue in the resin block face could be observed.

The resin blocks were then mounted on a 90° stub and coated with

platinum by an ion sputtering apparatus (EM ACE200; Leica) for

300 s. To obtain the target area, a scanning electron microscope

(Teneo VS; Thermo Fisher) with an ultramicrotome in its specimen

chamber was used, which enabled the synchronous trimming of the

resin blocks and acquisition of the electron microscopic image of the

sample. After identifying the target area, the resin blocks were

transferred to a 45° pre‐tilted SEM stub and then coated with

platinum by ion sputtering apparatus (EM ACE200; Leica) for 300 s.
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Imaging was performed using a dual beam SEM (FIB Helios G3 UC;

Thermo Fisher). The data were collected in the serial surface view

mode with a slice thickness of 5 nm at 30 kV and 0.79 nA. Each serial

surface was then imaged with 2 kV acceleration voltage and 0.2 nA

current in backscatter electron mode with an in‐column backscatter

electron detector (ICD). The tilt angle of the sample stage was 7°

while the milling was carried out. When pictures were taken by

electron beam, the tilt angle was changed to 45°. The image frame

size was set to 4096 × 3536 pixels with a dwell time of 5 μs per pixel.

To study the process of viral assembly and trafficking, including the

morphology of PPMs (Sample 1), dissociative DEVs and PPMs

(Sample 2), mature virus accumulated in the ER (Sample 3), the ER

membrane network and the unusual channel across one cell

connecting another two cells (Sample 4), the long channel between

the cell membrane and the cell wall (Sample 5), the plasmodesmata

and channel‐like structure in the cell wall (Sample 6), ultra‐large

volume structure of uninfected N. benthamiana cells (Sample 7) and

the 3D ultrastructure of uninfected plant cells (Sample 8), the image

resolution of each sample was different to obtain more structural

details or a larger horizontal field width. The section thickness and

pixel size for each sample are listed in Supporting Information:

Table S1.

2.4 | Image processing and segmentation

The images were aligned, filtered, manually segmented, and used to

generate surfaces in Amira 6.8 (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

2.5 | 3D reconstruction and presentation

The surfaces generated in Amira were exported as MRC files.

Chimera was used to reassemble the structures, and the segmenta-

tion artifacts were carefully removed. The resulting Chimera projects

were used in the videos (Supporting Information: Movies 1–16) and

static images were exported. The volumes and length of all

reconstructed structures were calculated using the label analysis

tool in Amira 6.8.

2.6 | Immune EM

Samples (1 × 1mm) were excised from the leaves of N. benthamiana

plants infected with TSWV. The sample tissues were fixed in 2%

paraformaldehyde (w/v)+0.1% glutaraldehyde (v/v), dehydrated in

graded ethanol at 4°C, and embedded in K4M resin (Cat. # 14340,

EMS) at −25°C. Ultrathin sections (100 nm) were mounted on

formvar‐coated grids with a ultramicrotome (EM UC7, Leica). For

immunogold labeling, the transmission EM (TEM) sections were

incubated in 1% BSA buffer for 10min, and then for 1 h in 1:200 v/v

diluted rabbit polyclonal antibody against TSWV encoded Gc (Kindly

granted by Prof. Xiaorong Tao), ADP‐ribosylation factor (ARF;

Agrisera), and ER retension signal HDEL (a peptide with four

amino‐acid, his‐asp‐glu‐leu) (Agrisera). The sections were rinsed with

PB, and then incubated in 1:30 v/v diluted goat antirabbit IgG

conjugated with gold particles for 1 h. After several rinses with PB,

the sections were examined with a transmission electron microscope

(H7650; Hitachi).

2.7 | Statistical analysis

Manual counting was used to determine the number of tubules in the

edges of PPMs in 3D space. The distribution of virus particle was

quantified by measuring the volume of 3D data using the Labeling

Analysis function in the Amira 6.8 software (Thermo Fisher). Data

were statistically analyzed by two‐tailed t test or one‐way analysis of

variance using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software; La Jolla).

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Graphs were generated using

OriginPro (OriginLab; Northampton) and GraphPad Prism.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | PPMs are the site of TSWV particle
morphogenesis

N. benthamiana were inoculated with TSWV particles and samples

were taken between 5 and 11 days after inoculation. A lot of

investigations by 2D TEM was carried out and the times of

appearance of different structures which have previously been

reported to be associated with TSWV maturation (Ie, 1971; Kikkert

et al., 1999; Kitajima et al., 1992) were shown in Supporting

Information: Table S2. Taking the appearance of all TSWV

maturation‐associated structures in systemically infected leaf cells 9

days after inoculation into consideration, samples for 3D analysis by

FIB‐SEM were harvested 9 days after inoculation with TSWV. N.

benthamiana systemic viral infections with TSWV resulted in rough,

yellow leaves, which are typical features of viral infection (Figure 1a).

Successful TSWV infection was also verified by an immunogold

labeling test, in which the glycoprotein Gc of TSWV was found to

accumulate with virus particles (Figure 1b). For large‐volume

ultrastructural analysis of infected leaf tissues, samples were

harvested according to the times of appearance of different

structures obtained by 2D TEM and FIB‐SEM tomography was

employed. In the early stage of infection, some dense material,

presumably nucleocapsids, appeared near the newly formed PPMs

(Figure 1c). With increasing infection duration, a large amount of the

amorphous dense material was detected around curved PPM

(Figure 1d). In another area of the infected cell, dense material was

found in vesicle‐like structures that were associated directly with

edges of PPMs (Figure 1e,f). The dense material visible in 2D EM

images increased in volume (Figure 1g–i). To confirm that these

structures were a transitional form of mature DEVs, further

ultrastructural analyses were conducted and a large number of DEVs
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were found in the vicinity of PPMs, and one DEV‐like dilation on the

edge of PPMs suggested that DEVs were formed by the PPMs

(Figure 1i).

To investigate the 3D architecture of PPMs and confirm the

origin of PPMs, whole PPMs at different stages of infection were

reconstructed. Many PPMs with one pie‐like structure were

identified, and their morphogenesis was studied. The tomographic

reconstruction suggested that dense nucleocapsid material in the

cytoplasm was wrapped by curving membranes at the edge of PPMs

with a diameter of 410.36 ± 17.01 nm (Figure 2a, Supporting

Information: Movie 1), and a suitable space was formed for viral

assembly (Figure 2b, Supporting Information: Movie 2). Compared

with PPMs at the early stage of infection, abundant branched tubules

with a diameter of 608.28 ± 21.45 nm that contained dense nucleo-

capsid material arose from the edges of PPMs at later stages

(Figure 2c,d, Supporting Information: Movies 3 and 4, Supporting

Information: Figure 1A). This suggested that the formation of

branched tubules was related to viral assembly. In some instances,

many tubules at the edges of PPMs displayed expanded heads where

dense material, presumably nucleocapsids, accumulated (Figure 2e,

Supporting Information: Movie 5). A 3D model of a PPM with a semi‐

transparent membrane showed that nucleocapsids in expanded

tubules and DEVs connected frequently with branched tubules

(Figure 2e,f, Supporting Information: Figure 1B). Further investiga-

tions were conducted, and several PPMs with branched tubules were

frequently found to be close to each other (Figure 2g). In some areas,

many more PPMs were found close together, and numerous DEVs

appeared nearby (Figure 2h). These characteristics were similar to

those of Golgi cisternae, which suggests that PPMs may originate

from Golgi bodies. This speculation was supported by the positive

F IGURE 1 Electron micrographs of tomato
spotted wilt virus (TSWV)‐infected plant cells
showing the process of viral assembly. (a)
Nicotiana benthamiana plants systemically virally
infected with TSWV. The infected leaves are
partly yellow and rough. (b) Immunogold labeling
of glycoprotein Gc in TSWV‐infected N.
benthamiana cells showing many positive signals
in the accumulation area of virus particles. (c) A
small amount of dense material (*), presumably
nucleocapsids, appears near the newly formed
paired parallel membranes (PPMs) (indicated by
arrows) formed by modification of Golgi stacks.
(d) With increasing infection time, a large amount
of dense material (*) appears and is close to
curved PPMs (indicated by arrows) where dense
material is found, indicating that nucleocapsids
may be wrapped by PPMs. (e) In the following
infection process, vesicle‐like structures
containing dense material (indicated by arrows),
presumably nucleocapsids, are present in nearby
PPMs. (f) Vesicle‐like structures containing dense
material (indicated by arrows) may be directly
associated with PPMs. (g)–(i) The dense material
(arrows) visible in two‐dimensional electron
microscopy (EM) images show increases in
volume. The double‐enveloped particles (DEVs)
connect to PPMs directly (i).
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result of immunogold labeling of PPM structures with antibody

against ADP‐ribosylation factor (ARF), which is located in Golgi

bodies (Figure 2i,j). The diameter of the pie‐like structures at the late

stage of viral infection was 710.83 ± 26.57 nm. The results suggest

that the size of PPMs increases during the process of viral assembly.

Statistical analysis of PPM tubules during the increase of PPM

diameter indicated that viral assembly frequently occurred during the

development of PPMs (Figure 2f).

3.2 | Intracellular transport of TSWV

DEVs are single viral particles in the cytoplasm. To reveal more

details about DEVs, 2D ultrastructural analysis of infected cells was

performed. Numerous DEVs appeared around PPMs (Figure 3a).

Imaging at high resolution revealed tail‐like structures of DEVs

(Figure 3b), which was confirmed by 3D reconstruction (Figure 3c,d).

In total, 190 DEVs from 6 regions of different cells all exhibited tail‐

like structures. This is the first report of these tail‐like structures.

However, their function remains unknown. One possible function is

that this structure may contribute to the transportation of dissociated

DEVs to the ER during the following stage of viral infection. This

conjecture was strongly supported by the tail targeting the ER

membrane (Figure 3e) and different morphological characteristics of

ER tubules containing virus particle‐like structures (Figure 3f–i).

Immunogold labeling of tail‐like structures of DEVs with antibody

against HDEL, which is located in the ER, indicates that this structure

may play a key role in mediating the fusion of DEVs and the ER

membrane (Figure 3j). To establish the intercellular transport of

TSWV through quantitative analysis, virus particles were divided into

several types according to their distribution, including in the

cytoplasm (type I), targeting to ER tubules (type II), targeting to ER

cisternae (type III), and inside of dilated ER (type IV). Statistical

analysis of viral particles in different locations in infected cells

suggested that DEVs fused with ER tubules specifically and moved

through the ER membrane transport system (Figure 3k).

The ER, consisting of interconnected tubules and sheets, usually

displays obvious lumen formed by two membranes where many

F IGURE 2 Three‐dimensional reconstruction
of whole paired parallel membranes (PPMs) at
different stages showing the three‐dimensional
(3D) morphology of PPMs and viral assembly.
(a) PPM showing a pie‐like structure at the early
stage of viral infection with ubiquitous caveolae
(shown by arrows) where nucleocapsids are
wrapped by the membrane. (b) Obvious small
tubules appear at the edges of PPMs where
nucleocapsids are wrapped. (c) Abundant
branched tubules arising from the edges of PPMs
suggest that the formation of branched tubules is
related to viral assembly. Many tubules at the
edges of PPMs display expanded heads (indicated
by arrows) where dense material, presumably
nucleocapsids, accumulates (d) and (e), as shown
in two‐dimensional (2D) images (Figure 1c,d).
(f) 3D model of PPMs in (e) with semi‐transparent
membranes (blue) showing the nucleocapsids in
expanded tubules (navy) and double‐enveloped
particles (DEVs; shown in red) connected with
branched tubules. (g) Several PPMs with branched
tubules are close to each other. (h) Many more
PPMs than those shown in (g) were close
together, and numerous DEVs appeared nearby.
(i) PPM structure showing extended and curved
Golgi cisternae with vesicle‐like structures
containing dense material. (j) Immunogold labeling
of PPM structures with antibody against ADP‐
ribosylation factor (ARF). (k) Statistical analysis of
PPM tubules during the increase of PPM diameter
(15 PPMs from five to six infected plant cells are
shown). [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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ribosomes appear. In 3D space, the ER membrane network resembles

a fishing net (Figures 4a and 6a). Compared with the ER, Golgi bodies

exhibit more parallel membranes and numerous vesicles around the

body. Moreover, Golgi membranes without the ribosome are smooth

and often connect to vesicles at the edge. The cellular endomem-

brane system, including the ER and Golgi bodies, is exploited by

viruses to promote multiple steps of the infection cycle. PPM are

unique membrane structures that arise fromTSWV infection. Usually,

PPMs have one smooth membrane body without black particles that

is distributed in membranes like the ER. 3D modeling show that

PPMs with one pie‐like structure displayed abundant branched

tubules at their edges, unlike Golgi, which had vesicles connecting to

the edge of the membrane body. 3D analysis of infected cells at the

late stage of infection indicated that DEVs and the ER membrane

fused (Figure 4a, Supporting Information: Movie 7). The 3D

architecture of the ER membrane network containing interconnected

tubules and sheets (cisternae) revealed aggregated virus particles

involved in expanding the ER membrane cisternae and individual

DEVs connected with tubules rather than cisternae (Figure 4c,f),

which suggested that virus particles might move to a storage location

through the ER tubular network. The single‐enveloped (particles)

SEVs in the intumescent ER membrane (Figure 4b,e) and the fusion of

DEV with the ER membrane where agminated virus particles

appeared (Figure 4d,g) suggested that SEVs were formed by the

fusion of the outer membrane of DEV. Further 3D data on mature

virus particles in ER revealed that SEVs could accumulate in the space

of the expanding ER in large numbers (Figure 5). Interestingly,

individual DEVs around the ER membrane network appeared to wait

before entering the ER at random (Figure 5a–c, Supporting

Information: Movie 8), which indicated that some virus particles

had to move to the storage location through ER tubules. Under some

unusual circumstances, a large amount of SEVs filled in almost all

space in the ER cisternae (Figure 5d, Supporting Information: Movie 9).

The 3D visualization of this area revealed that almost all the space in

F IGURE 3 Three‐dimensional (3D)
reconstruction of double‐enveloped particles
(DEVs) and paired parallel membranes (PPMs). (a)
Single two‐dimensional (2D) slice showing DEV
formation through budding from the PPM. (b)
Magnification of the boxed region in (a) showing
tail‐like structures of DEVs. (c) A 3D
reconstruction (a) created by focused ion beam
scanning electron microscopy (FIB‐SEM) reveals
one PPM (blue) surrounded with abundant
dissociative DEVs (red) and the budding of newly
formed virus particles (indicated by the arrow). (d)
Higher magnification of (c) showing distinct DEV
tail‐like structures. (e) The tail of DEV targeting
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane (green)
was close to the ER. (f)–(h) Different
morphological characteristics of ER tubules
containing virus particles suggest the fusion of tail
of DEVs with ER. (i) One virus particle appears in
the dilation of ER tubules. (j) Immunogold labeling
of DEVs with antibody against HDEL. (k)
Statistical analysis of viral particles in different
locations of the cell. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the ER membrane network was filled with virus particles (Figure 5e). ER

tubules that looked like cirrus and were postulated to serve as a

platform for the intercellular transport of macromolecules clung to the

plasma membrane in parallel (Figure 5e, Supporting Information: Movie

9). Quantitative analysis of dissociated virus particles and virus particles

inside inflated ER lumen during infection indicated that newly formed

virus particles rapidly entered the ER lumen after being released from

PPMs (Figure 5f).

To determine whether organelles were associated with virus

infection, the 3D structure of infected cells in ultra‐large volumes

(7.16 × 103 μm3) was investigated, and SEVs, DEVs, myelin‐like

structures (Supporting Information: Figure 1C), lipid‐like bodies

(Supporting Information: Figure 1D), mitochondria (Supporting

Information: Figure 1F), cell membranes, chloroplasts, and the

membrane network consisting of PPMs, interconnected ER tubules,

and cisternae were analyzed (Figure 6a−c, Supporting Information:

Movie 10). Unusually abundant lipid‐like bodies close to the

membrane network, agminated mitochondria surrounded by the ER

(Figure 6d), and numerous cell membrane bulges tightly associated

with the ER network (Figure 6b, Supporting Information: Figure 1E)

were the most obvious characteristics of infected cells, which

indicated the possible role of these organelles in viral replication or

intercellular transport. In the present work, lipid‐like bodies reported

by previous studies (Ie, 1971) displayed obvious membrane struc-

tures and close relationships with the ER (Supporting Information:

Figure 1D). In contrast, no lipid‐like bodies were found in uninfected

cells. Considering the phospholipid membrane outside the capsid

protein of TSWV, the suggested role of lipid‐like bodies may be the

source of phospholipid molecules for viral assembly. Myelin‐like

structures were often found near the area of viral assembly in the

collected samples of infected leaf tissues (Figure 6e). The 3D map of

infected cells in a large volume displayed the virus factory, including

virion assembly, fusion, intracellular transport, and storage.

3.3 | Novel structural features for the intercellular
transport of TSWV

Plasmodesma‐mediated macromolecular transport plays important

roles in plant–pathogen interactions. Plant viruses may use different

F IGURE 4 Distribution of viral particles in
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) tubules and cisternae,
showing single particles and agminated particles.
(a) Overview of the virus‐induced structures,
showing part of the ER membrane network
(green) containing interconnected tubules and
sheets (cisternae), where virus particles (pink)
appear. (b) Agminated virus particles accumulate
inside of intumescent ER membrane. V, virus.
(c) Single virus particles connecting with the ER
membrane. (d) DEVs displaying fusion with
agminated virus particles in the ER. (e)–(g)
Reconstruction of structures in (b)–(d),
respectively, by focused ion beam scanning
electron microscopy (FIB‐SEM), displaying the
fusion of DEVs and the ER in different ways.
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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host cell transport machineries to move from one cell to another

through plasmodesmata. In the present study, some novel structural

characteristics associated with the intercellular transport of TSWV

were distinguished by FIB‐SEM (Figure 7). One stacked and single

virus particle was detected in the space formed from the modified

cell membrane (Figure 7a,b, Supporting Information: Movie 11). It

seemed likely that the virus was released into the intercellular space,

similar to exocytosis in mammalian cells. The obtained 3D structure

revealed that the ER membrane network contained a large amount of

mature virus that closely surrounded the spiky, modified cell

membrane (Figure 7c,d, Supporting Information: Movie 11).

To examine the possible mechanisms of viral intercellular

movement through the cell wall, the investigation focused on the

cell walls of infected cells at the late stage of infection. Inflated and

fragmented cell walls with channel‐like structures were frequently

detected (Figure 7e,f, Supporting Information: Movie 12). The

diameters of these channels ranged from 96.61 ± 5.32 nm, and their

morphological structures were irregular (Figure 7h). A side view of

the 3D model of the cell wall showing the bidirectional expansion of

the cell wall is shown in Figure 7g and Supporting Information: Movie

12. The cell membrane was also inflated, and some vesicles were

detected in the space formed by the expansion (Figure 7i). The hole

that crossed the expanded cell wall and allowed the channel‐like

structure to pass through was distinguished in the top view of the

constructed 3D model (Figure 7j,k). The plasmodesmata and channel‐

like structure were compared in another 3D model of TSWV‐infected

plant cells, which confirmed that this channel‐like structure was quite

different from the plasmodesmata, which displayed a membrane‐

lined channel tightly encased in the cell wall (Supporting Information:

Figure 2, Supporting Information: Movie 13). To further explore the

intercellular transport of TSWV, several plant cells were investigated

at an ultra‐large volume. Serial sections of the same TSWV‐infected

plant tissue displayed a single long channel that expanded from one

cell through the neighboring cell to another cell (Figure 8a–f,

Supporting Information: Movie 14). The diameter of this channel

was 63.69 ± 3.76 nm. The ER membrane that contained virus

appeared to be tightly associated with the end of the channel

(Figure 8a). In the 3D model (Supporting Information: Movie 14), the

channel‐like structure was completely wrapped by the cell membrane

of neighboring cells, which indicated that there was no direct

connection between the neighboring cells and the channel‐like

structure (Figure 8g,h). In other words, the novel channel passed

over one cell to connect other two cells. Further 3D data

(190.33 μm3) of the infected cells revealed that the long channel

F IGURE 5 Large amounts of mature virus
accumulated in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
cisternae and tubules, which were close to lipid‐
like bodies, mitochondria, and the plasma
membrane. (a) Single slice of three‐dimensional
(3D) focused ion beam scanning electron
microscopy (FIB‐SEM) stack from part of an
infected cell revealing ER cisternae (indicated by
an arrow) and single‐enveloped particles (SEVs) (*)
in the intumescent ER membrane. (b)
Segmentation of structures in (a) indicate the ER
membrane network (green) and the location of
SEVs (pink), double‐enveloped particles (DEVs)
(red), mitochondria (blue), and lipid‐like bodies
(sky blue). (c) Higher magnification of (b) showing
DEVs close to the ER tubules. (d) In some areas,
larger amounts of SEVs filled in inflated ER
cisternae with one extreme way that almost all
space in the ER lumen was filled with virus
particles. (e) 3D visualization of the ultrastructure
in (d) revealing that almost all space in the ER
membrane network (green) is filled with virus
particles (pink). ER tubules (green) that look like
cirrus cling to the plasma membrane (brown) in
parallel. Lipid‐like bodies (sky blue), mitochondria
(blue), and PPM (baby blue) are distributed around
the storage location of the virus. (f) Statistical
analysis of dissociated virus particles and virus
particles inside inflated ER lumen during infection
(14–16 cells from 3 experiments). Mit,
mitochondria; PM, plasma membrane; LLB, Lipid‐
like bodies. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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connecting the endocytic vesicles and inner components of the cell

was wrapped by a plasma membrane (Figure 9, Supporting Informa-

tion: Movie 15). The diameter of this channel was 78.53 ± 4.87 nm.

The channel was surrounded by ER tubules containing abundant virus

particles (Figure 9a,b). In this area, the inflated ER lumen containing

virus particles was found to fuse with the plasma membrane

(Figure 9l,m). The long channel structure appeared between the

plasma membrane and the cell wall, close to the opening of the ER

lumen to the plasma membrane (Figure 9m). After hiding lipid‐like

bodies, mitochondria, chloroplasts, the inner membrane network, and

virus particles by image analysis, it was found that the channel within

the cell was wrapped by an invaginated cell membrane, and the

channel acted as a bridge to connect neighboring endocytic vesicles

(Figure 9c,k). Serial sections of infected cells revealed details of the

electron‐dense channel structure, curving cell membrane, and

endocytic vesicles (Figure 9d–j). This channel was encased by a

plasma membrane, similar to that shown in Figure 8. However, a

cross section of the long channel structure revealed a single dark spot

surrounded by a membrane‐like structure (Figure 9n), which was not

found in Figure 8. In addition, the abundant endocytic vesicles that

were connected in a series by the channel exhibited obviously

different characteristics, which indicated that this could be used as a

novel endocytic recycling pathway in viral transport.

4 | DISCUSSION

The 3D EM of large volumes allowed for the detection of

ultrastructural features of TSWV‐infected cells, including PPMs,

DEVs, the ER membrane network, and novel channels connecting

F IGURE 6 Characteristics of infected cells
revealed at a large scale by focused ion beam
scanning electron microscopy (FIB‐SEM).
(a) Three‐dimensional surface rendering of the
spatial relation of single‐enveloped particles
(SEVs) (pink), double‐enveloped particles (DEVs)
(red), lipid‐like bodies (sky blue), mitochondria
(blue), the plasma membrane (brown), myelin‐like
structures (yellow), chloroplasts (dark green), and
the membrane network (green) consisting of
paired parallel membranes (PPMs),
interconnected endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
tubules, and cisternae. Lipid‐like bodies and
mitochondria accumulated in the area where
abundant membrane structures appeared. ER
tubules were arranged in parallel on the plasma
membrane. (b) Abundant plasma membranes
formed from caveolae in the region where a large
amount of virus appeared. (c) SEVs accumulated
in intumescent ER membranes, and DEVs were
randomly distributed near the ER. (d) Lipid‐like
bodies and mitochondria were closely surrounded
by ER tubules. (e) Myelin‐like structures visible in
(a) were associated with the membrane network.
Mit, mitochondria; PM, plasma membrane; LLB,
lipid‐like bodies; MLS, myelin‐like structures; Chl,
chloroplast; MN, membrane network. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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plant cells, and to elucidate the process of viral infection. These

findings provide new perspectives on how TSWVs replicate and

undergo intracellular/intercellular transport. The results revealed

that the ER was primarily subverted by TSWVs to transport virus

particles from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane. The

unique budding of DEV from PPMs and the role of DEV tails in

fusion with ER membranes suggest that viral morphogenesis and

intracellular transport may need reevaluation. These data

strongly suggest an alternative model (Figure 10) in which (i)

viral assembly occurs in the PPM and the tails of DEVs act as

messengers while virions enter the ER lumen; (ii) viral infection

induces extensive swelling and tubulation of the ER throughout

the cell, from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane; (iii) virus

particles are transported intercellularly through the fusion of the

ER with the plasma membrane and the frequently observed

fractured cell wall, and viral components pass through the

plasmodesmata (Li et al.,2009; Storms et al., 1995; Zhu et al.,

2019); and (iv) the long channel structures wrapped by the plasma

membrane inside the cell connect endocytic vesicles or neighbor-

ing cells, which suggests that the intercellular transport of virus

may occur in the long channel structures and endocytic vesicles.

In the present study, single 2D slices revealed the expected

views of curving and wrapping PPMs, dense nucleocapsid‐like

material, DEVs, and SEVs (Kikkert et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2016).

Normally, Golgi shows many parallel membranes and numerous

vesicles around the body. The 3D reconstruction of PPMs, especially

the newly formed PPMs, had similar characteristics to the 3D

architecture of dictyosomes reported in earlier studies (Koga et al.,

2017; Wanner et al., 2013), which strongly indicated that PPMs were

formed from Golgi. Furthermore, Golgi bodies with abundant

saccules and vesicles in uninfected N. benthamiana cells exhibited

normal ultrastructures (Supporting Information: Figure 3, Supporting

Information: Movie 16) that were similar to the parallel membrane of

PPM. In addition, the result of immunogold labeling of PPM

structures revealed the presence of ARF which is known to be in

the Golgi Apparatus. Numerous PPM flocked together appeared like

modified Golgi stacks with cisternae moving away from each other.

These results provided more evidence that PPM originated from

Golgi. In the 3D model, obvious cavities at the edge of PPMs without

branched tubules were found. Dense material, which was assumed to

consist of nucleocapsids, frequently appeared close to the curving

PPM. These findings indicated that nucleocapsids were enveloped by

F IGURE 7 Three‐dimensional (3D)
reconstruction of the raised plasma membrane
and cell wall showing viral intercellular transport.
(a) One stacked and single virus particle (black
arrow) was found in the space formed from the
modified plasma membrane (white arrow). CW,
cell wall. (b) The 3D reconstruction of focused ion
beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB‐SEM)
data in (a) displayed spiky modified plasma
membrane (brown) that contained one virus
particle (indicated by an arrow). (c) The spiky
structure shown in (b) was closely surrounded by
the ER membrane network (green). (d) Numerous
virus particles (pink) distributed in pocket‐like ER
membranes (green). (e), (f) Slice view of two
different locations from the FIB‐SEM stack
showing the channel (black arrow) through the
cell wall (e). As the cell wall became inflated and
fragmented, the plasma membrane (white arrows)
was also inflated (f). (g) Side view of the 3D model
showing the bidirectional expansion of the cell
wall. (h) The atactic channel (carmine) through the
cell wall. (i) A plasma membrane (brown) wrapped
the swollen cell wall and vesicles (bluish violet)
appeared in the folded membrane space. (j) Top
view of cell wall showing the hole (arrow) through
the expanding cell wall. (k) View of (j) from
another perspective displays vesicles (bluish
violet) close to the hole (arrow) formed by the
expansion of the cell wall. CW, cell wall; Cha,
channel; PM, plasma membrane; Ve, vesicles.
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the edges of PPMs. The morphogenesis of abundant expanding

tubules containing dense material at the edge of the PPM confirmed

that viral assembly took place in these nucleocapsid‐containing

compartments. Additionally, tubular compartments that originated

from the edge of the PPM were presented in this study for the first

time. The function of these tubules is unknown. It is possible that

these tubular compartments contribute to the budding of DEVs from

PPMs by reducing the contact area between them. Numerous

dissociated DEVs in this investigation showed a tail‐like structure

that was suggested to be responsible for the fusion with the ER

membrane. The absence of this tail‐like structure in previous studies

may have been due to the suboptimal fixation of the membrane.

Furthermore, the small size of the tail made it very easy to miss by

conventional 2D TEM imaging. With the benefit of advances in large

imaging volume made possible by FIB‐SEM, this tail‐like structure

was revealed and its possible role in viral infection was analyzed.

The fusion of DEVs with each other and with the ER leads to the

formation of mature SEVs clustered inside large vesicles within the

cytoplasm of plant cells (Kikkert et al., 1999). The 3D reconstruction

using Amira software showed that almost the entire ER consisted of

tubules and cisternae, SEVs were clustered in the expanding pocket‐

like ER membrane, and single DEVs seemed to connect with ER

tubules to fuse specifically. In some cases, a large amount of SEVs

filled in almost all space in the ER cisternae. Based on these

investigations, it seems likely that some virus particles need to move

to a storage location through ER tubules from the site of fusion. The

plant ER is a unique structure that is interconnected among cells via

the ER desmotubules in the plasmodesmata across the cell wall,

forming a continuous ER network throughout the entire plant

(Nakano et al., 2014; Pain et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2014; Stefano

et al., 2014). In plant cells, the ER is most probably anchored to the

plasma membrane at static points (Sparkes et al., 2009), and it

extends into the body of the cell (Griffing, 2010; Sparkes et al., 2011;

Ward & Brandizzi, 2004). Structurally, the plasmodesmata are

composed of the plasma membrane with a central, modified ER

(Maule, 2008). In the present study, interconnected ER tubules and

cisternae were determined at the nanoscale in ultra‐large volumes,

and clustered SEVs appeared in the ER network, whose pattern was

similar to that of grapes in grapevine. It seems likely that TSWV

particles are packaged and sent to the ER network in cells for

intracellular transport. In addition, compared with the sparse ER

network in uninfected plant cells (Supporting Information: Figure 3,

Supporting Information: Movie 16), abundant ER tubules and

cisternae in TSWV‐infected plant cells strongly suggested that the

virus could stimulate the host cell to develop an endomembrane

system for virus reproduction.

Endocytosis in plants has been described as an endocytic

recycling pathway for virus movement and protein transport (Haupt

et al., 2005; Lewis & Lazarowitz, 2010; Uchiyama et al., 2014). Large

intracellular vesicles attached to the plasma membrane are thought

to be responsible for viral cell‐to‐cell transport. Taking the abundant

cell membranes in the cytoplasm at the virus accumulation area into

F IGURE 8 Investigation of the three‐
dimensional (3D) focused ion beam scanning
electron microscopy (FIB‐SEM) stack showing an
unusual channel‐like structure crossing one cell to
connect another two cells. (a)–(f) Serial sections of
tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV)‐infected plant
tissue showing a long channel (red) expanding
from one cell through a neighboring cell to
another cell. The channel‐like structure is
completely wrapped by the plasma membrane
(blue) of the neighboring cell. (g) Side view of 3D
model showing the channel‐like structure (pink)
across the cell wall connecting to neighboring
cells, as also shown in (a) and (f). (h) Top view of
the 3D model showing the channel‐like structure
(pink) wrapped by the plasma membrane. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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consideration, the findings of the present study are in agreement

with previous reports on this hypothesis. To move within and

between cells, viruses spread between cells in several forms,

including viral replication complexes and the passage of viral particles

through the plasmodesmata (Heinlein, 2015; Jackson et al., 2009;

Lucas, 2006; Peña & Heinlein, 2012; Tilsner & Oparka, 2012; Tilsner

et al., 2013). In the present study, stacked and single virus particles in

the space formed from modified cell membranes indicate that TSWV

may be transported in the form of virions.

Although plasmodesmata play a very important role in inter-

cellular virus movement (Lucas & Lee, 2004; Lucas et al., 2009;

Oparka & Roberts, 2001), the size exclusion limit (SEL) of

plasmodesmata provides a physical barrier that must be overcome

by a virus to successfully move from cell to cell (P. Harries & Ding,

2011). Virus movement proteins (MP) are thought to be necessary

factors regulating the SEL of plasmodesmata (Boyko et al., 2000;

Gillespie et al., 2002; Su et al., 2010). Viral proteins other than the

classically defined MPs have been found to have movement

capabilities (P. A. Harries et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2005). In TSWV‐

infected plant tissues, it has been speculated that viral components

pass through the plasmodesmata during the intercellular movement

of TSWV (Feng et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016). Even so, there remains

much work to be done to gain a clear understanding of the

requirements for cell‐to‐cell movement of the huge diversity of plant

viruses. Compared with the plasmodesmata of previous studies, the

channel connecting two TSWV‐infected cells in the present study

exhibits unique 3D architecture and a much larger diameter

(96.61 ± 5.32 nm) that may allow the viral components pass across

the cell wall. Furthermore, inflated and fragmented cell walls near the

channel structure and the obvious lacerated regions in the cell walls

that allowed the channel structures to pass through were frequently

found. This leads this research group to suggest that this channel may

be a novel structure caused by viral infection, although it cannot be

concluded whether it is an intermediate form of plasmodesmata. The

F IGURE 9 Long channel between the cell
membrane and cell wall connects the endocytic
vesicles and the inner components of the cell. (a)
Three‐dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a part
of a cell at a large volume, showing the spatial
relationships between single‐enveloped particles
(SEVs) (pink), double‐enveloped particles (DEVs)
(red), lipid‐like bodies (sky blue), mitochondria
(blue), the plasma membrane (brown), chloroplasts
(dark green), and the inner membrane network
(green). (b) After removing lipid‐like bodies,
mitochondria, and chloroplasts, virions appeared
in the transparent ER membrane and the long
channel structure within cell was wrapped by the
cell membrane. (c) High magnification of the
membrane, showing details of the endocytic
vesicles and long channel structure. (d–j) Serial
sections of an infected cell display an electron‐
dense channel structure (indicated by arrows), a
curving cell membrane, and endocytic vesicles (c).
Scale bar = 200 nm. (k) 3D model showing the
morphological characteristics of the long channel.
(l) Inflated endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen
containing virus particles fused with the plasma
membrane. (m) Long channel structure (*)
appeared between the plasma membrane (arrow)
and the cell wall. The opening of the ER lumen to
the plasma membrane was close to the long
channel structure. (n) Cross section of the long
channel structure (arrow) showing a single dark
spot surrounded by a membrane‐like structure.
Cha, channel; Chl, chloroplast; LLB, lipid‐like
bodies; Mit, mitochondria; PM, plasma
membrane; [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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frequent channel structure with inflated and fragmented cell walls in

TSWV‐infected cells disappeared in uninfected plant tissues (Sup-

porting Information: Figure 3, Supporting Information: Movie 16),

which indicated that the novel channel was closely involved with

virus infection.

Another novel connecting‐type structure revealed by 3D model

at an ultra‐large volume was the long channel that expanded from

one cell through a neighboring cell and to a third cell. In previous

studies, it was reported that the MP NSm of tomato spotted wilt

tospovirus could induce tubular structures protruding from the cell

surface in systemically infected N. rustica mesophyll tissue and insect

cells (Storms et al., 1995) and N. rustica protoplasts (Goldbach et al.,

1997). Specifically, the tubular structures appeared in the plasmo-

desmata, suggesting their involvement in cell‐to‐cell movement of

the virus during systemic infection (Zhu et al., 2019). In our study, the

long unusual channel‐like structure was similar with these tubular

structures, which suggested that the channel‐like structure may come

from the inducing of NSm. Moreover, the channel‐like structure was

completely wrapped by the cell membrane of the neighboring cell,

indicating that there was no direct connection between the

neighboring cell and the channel‐like structure. In other words, the

novel and infrequent channel by passed one cell to connect two

other cells. It seemed likely that the viral components could be sent

directly across one whole cell at a much greater distance, which

improved the transport efficiency and stability. Another channel‐like

structure wrapped by the cell membrane was found between the cell

membrane and cell wall, connecting neighboring endocytic vesicles

and the inner components of the cell. Taking the close connection

between this channel and the ER membrane containing virus particles

into consideration, this finding suggests the existence of one novel

endocytic recycling pathway in viral transport. In this model, the inner

components of cells could be transported in enclosed space to

endocytic vesicles, and the transportation could be more selective.

Neither of these two types of connecting structures were found in

uninfected N. benthamiana cells by ultra‐large volume analysis

(Supporting Information: Figure 4), which suggested that the

rearrangement of membranes was related to virus infection and very

likely involved with viral transmembrane transports.

In conclusion, large‐volume 3D analysis at the nanoscale

provided new insights into the ultrastructure of infected plant cells,

revealing a large amount of novel morphological information on viral

replication, intracellular transport, and intercellular transport

(Figure 10). In particular, PPM originating from Golgi is the site of

the occurrence of the virus and the tails of DEVs act as messengers

while virions enter the ER lumen. Viral infection induces extensive

swelling and tubulation of the ER, and intracellular transport of virus

particles happens in ER membrane network. Virus particles are

transported intercellularly through the fusion of the ER with the

plasma membrane and the frequently observed fractured cell wall.

The frequently observed channel architecture crossing the cell wall

and endocytic vesicles indicated different strategies of viral material

transformation from the existing model, such as plasmodesmata. One

key biological principle is that structure determines function; the

present study revealed detailed information about structure as a

foundation for the future elucidation of function.
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F IGURE 10 Model of the morphogenesis and intracellular and
intercellular transport of tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) in infected
plant cells. Nucleocapsid aggregates (NCA) embedded in viroplasm
(VP) appear in cytoplasm and enter Golgi membrane system. Paired
parallel membranes (PPMs) are formed from Golgi bodies and exhibit
larger diameters during viral assembly. The remodeled tubulo‐
vesicular endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is unusually abundant in
infected plant cells. The nucleocapsids in the cytoplasm are wrapped
by the edge of the PPM and transferred to vesicles connected to the
PPM by long tubules. TSWV virions appear at the end of tubules and
break away to form double‐enveloped particles (DEVs) containing a
single membranous tail. When virus particles enter the ER lumen at
random, the tails contact the ER, accompanied by membrane fusion,
and allow virions to enter the ER lumen to form single‐enveloped
particles (SEVs). Virus particles then move to a storage location along
the ER membrane network. The ER containing virus particles fuse
with the plasma membrane (PM), forming one opening that allows
virus particles to enter the space between the PM and cell wall for
intercellular transport. The frequently observed fractured cell wall
(CW) may be the channel (pink) allowing virus particles pass through,
and the virions are captured by the endocytic vesicles of adjacent
cells. Additionally, the abundant endocytic vesicles (EV) connected in
series by long channels exhibited obviously different characteristics,
suggesting that this may represent a novel endocytic recycling
pathway in viral transport. The viral components (VC) may be
transported through the long channel from the inside of the cell to
the space between the plasma membrane and cell wall, and received
by the endocytic vesicles of another cell. In previous studies, it is
reported that the movement protein NSm forms a tubule structure
within the plasmodesmata (PD) to guide the transport of the viral
components into neighboring healthy cells (Zhu et al., 2019). [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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